


EJ
Sticky Note
In fact, I was appointed in 1998, promoted by my colleagues to consultant in 2006. Those same colleagues sought the removal of Mr Ahmed and myself after we blew the whistle.

EJ
Sticky Note
I reported concerns about whistleblower suppression in the Ahmed case and about avoidable deaths and harm to children having surgery. We weren’t investigating those cases properly or at all, which meant we weren’t learning.

The Royal College of Surgeons finally investigated in 2011. It was sufficiently concerned that it set out a 24-item improvement plan. But, as the HR Director Richard Jones admitted in April 2012, the RCS didn’t address several of the bigger concerns including the concerns about cover-up in the Ahmed case. 

To cover-up this important issue, the Trust lied, attacking me personally, and said that these matters had been investigated in full and there was no basis for any concerns.

EJ
Sticky Note
The simpler examples of poor surgery include: 

- Surgeon Rick Turnock admitted liability for a simple day case procedure. The child was permanently harmed, requiring scores of further surgeries into adulthood. The family received substantial compensation. 

- Another surgeon tied off the wrong arteries leading to the death of Caitlyn Parry. He should have been supervised on return from the best part of a year off with stress. 

- Surgeon Colin Baillie got stuck for 10 hours or so trying to take an appendix out. 

EJ
Sticky Note
Surgeon Matthew Jones has been adding vagotomy and pyloroplasty to standard anti-reflux surgery, fundoplication. 

He started testing the benefits without research ethics approval, begging the question of how informed consent was obtained. 

He was asked for this information and his survival data in 2009, but finally published limited results in 2014, only after coverage of our concerns in Private Eye. 

Those results, the GMC say, lack information on patient selection and on complications. Again, the GMC, like the RCS before it, were unable to establish that informed consent (a legal requirement) was being obtained.

Jones’ limited data indicate that those having the new procedure may in fact die earlier. But Jones and the Trust have resisted any independent and full data analysis. 

EJ
Sticky Note
The concern is that surgeons Colin Baillie and Matthew Jones (and the hospital) withheld key evidence of their conduct toward whistleblower Shiban Ahmed, when  he complained to the Employment Tribunal. 

Ahmed had complained that he was being smeared as mentally ill, even suicidal. Baillie and Jones withheld letters claiming Ahmed was suicidal, written without Ahmed’s knowledge. They made no mention of those letters in their witness statements on the issue. Instead, Baillie pointed to the fact that he’d signed a petition on Ahmed’s behalf, stating he’d no concerns about Ahmed’s health. 

Despite my consistent reporting of this issue from 2009 onward, Baillie has never been cross examined or investigated on this matter. CEO Louise Shepherd admitted her lie on this, accepting on oath that neither Baillie nor Jones have been investigated despite her repeated claims to the contrary.

EJ
Sticky Note
The Trust wanted to settle the case and have me leave even though several of my concerns hadn’t been addressed. 

The hospital managers’ initial offer was to pay me from 2012-14, some 15 months. 

Privately, the Trust HR Director told the BMA they were willing to be “generous” and go up to 2 years. My BMA lawyers advised a counter offer of settling for 3 years. 

Though in theory gagging is not allowed, BMA lawyers warned me in practice it’s common even in whistleblowing cases. This fact is recorded in their own notes. Settlement was contingent on destroying documents, designed to stifle what could later be said and evidenced. 

EJ
Sticky Note
That strong criticism has also come from the Royal College of Surgeons too. For example, they described Colin Baillie’s mocking of protected characteristics as “overtly offensive”. Such criticism is also deserved eg after he agitated to use the GMC as a “chief weapon” against me after I blew the whistle. 

EJ
Sticky Note
This is a very important finding. It admits  the simple truth that some of the concerns remain un-investigated to this day. The Trust bosses have lied repeatedly that all concerns were investigated. They weren’t and they haven’t.

EJ
Sticky Note
It’s hard to imagine that anyone would be satisfied with a situation where they report serious safety concerns and they’re not investigated.

EJ
Sticky Note
Completed set by EJ

EJ
Sticky Note
Unmarked set by EJ

EJ
Sticky Note
Accepted set by EJ

EJ
Sticky Note
None set by EJ



EJ
Sticky Note
The Trust has to investigate before it can remedy. In several cases, Trust bosses have lied, laying claim to investigations that didn’t happen, and claiming exoneration that never was.

EJ
Sticky Note
The Court of Appeal repeat the unfair view of the original tribunal judge, despite the fact that he was unable to diagnose that the hospital bosses lied repeatedly over investigations into children’s deaths. Despite the seriousness of this, the tribunal judge let them away pretty much scott-free. He was also late to disclose his relationship to the hospital bosses and to a very good friend close to them.

Instead, and by comparison, the tribunal judge’s criticisms of me were harsh and unfair. He picked at an administrative point (not any clinical issue), criticising me over my recollection, years after the event, of precisely which evidence (down to the paragraph) I retained for whistleblowing (and in what form) and which documents I destroyed as agreed. 

EJ
Sticky Note
Actually, I’d worked at Alder Hey in the same department since 1998 and was promoted by my colleagues in 2006. They only sought removal of Mr Ahmed and myself after we blew the whistle. 

It’s more accurate to record there were tensions within the department that long predate my appointment as consultant and involve other surgeons. For example, the professors of surgery were in conflict with one another. One retired, the other went off with stress for about a year. 

EJ
Sticky Note
Chatham House rules allow disclosure without attribution. As per medical appraisals, complete confidentiality can’t be guaranteed in case there’s a need to raise safety issues. 

EJ
Sticky Note
That’s not accurate. 

In fact, the RCS criticised the Trust over this, finding that the cases were identifiable on the basis of the details already given. 

Secondly, the Medical Director wrote to me in June 2009 assuring me that a joint investigation was planned and that they no longer needed more information. Unfortunately, that investigation wasn’t completed.

EJ
Sticky Note
Again this is inaccurate. In reality, little of the information could be said to be confidential to the Braun process. First, the Braun process didn’t focus on clinical matters. Second, the wider concerns about bullying and discrimination were the subject of conversations before and after Braun - and were recorded in other reports like the Phillips’ one. 

EJ
Sticky Note
Again not true. After the tribunal made this finding, I wrote to the author of the Independent on Sunday article who confirmed the tribunal’s finding is untrue. 

The tribunal judge is now aware of this and also the fact that the Trust withheld email evidence suggesting others were responsible. But he’s done nothing to correct the mistake or hold the hospital accountable for withholding evidence. 



EJ
Sticky Note
The Trust wilfully broke the confidence of my protected disclosure by giving the unredacted version to the very colleagues reported in it. 

The RCS report criticised the Trust over this. Ahmed had disclosed only the redacted version in his proceedings. There’s no reason an unredacted one had to be circulated, least of all without any discussion with me. 

EJ
Sticky Note
Not accurate. First and foremost, the surgeons like Colin Baillie agitated for use of the GMC as a weapon to suppress me and any further exposure of safety concerns. Only later, when looking for a “respectable” reason to get rid of me did the surgeons coalesce around indignation about confidentiality.

EJ
Sticky Note
It’s important to recognise that this judicial narrative cannot be fully correct. The same surgeons were unwilling to work with me but were also unwilling to work with whistleblower, Mr Shiban Ahmed. He had not made any disclosures relating to the Braun process or any supposed breach of its confidentiality. Yet they wanted rid of him too. The common features? We were BAME whistleblowers. 

EJ
Sticky Note
It’s fanciful to claim the aim of the HR Director was reconciliation. The surgeons wanted Ahmed and I out. They met with Richard Jones to say this. He arranged a process to achieve this, requiring them only to say they wanted us out. He hired an agency led by ex NHS managers to rubber stamp the surgeons’ desire. 

EJ
Sticky Note
These whistleblowing disclosures focussed on the Ahmed case. Trust letters claiming he was suicidal had now emerged in my court case, during the Trust’s disclosure of documents. Of concern, the hospital hadn’t disclosed these letters to his tribunal despite him complaining about precisely this. This was material evidence that had been withheld. 

EJ
Sticky Note
These are the same documents I’d already sent to the GMC and CQC as protected disclosures (see above). They revealed that the Trust has knowledge of covert claims that Ahmed was suicidal, just as he’d complained. 

The regulators hadn’t taken any action on this and neither had my lawyers. I feared that this cover up in the Ahmed case could be closed down if I was corralled into a settlement pre-trial. Sending the material to Dr Hammond prevented this. 

EJ
Sticky Note
This is not accurate. I’d already admitted sending the documents as protected disclosures to the GMC, CQC and Dr Hammond before the hearing began. So this was known to all parties pre-trial. 

The BMA and its lawyers were also aware in advance that I’d given information to Dr Hammond, as a Dr, earlier on but had followed his advice, for fear of retribution, not to identify myself as a source (as he said he alone took that responsibility of sending his information of concern to Private Eye). 

Already knowing all this, the BMA and its lawyers continued my case into trial. I still say they withdrew support once I discussed what they knew re: the earlier article on oath. Years later the BMA and lawyers persuaded Judge King of their account, which is that I decided to withdraw at that point. 

Yet I, the BMA and its lawyers already knew what I disclosed on oath - so why would I be the one to withdraw when I knew all along what I’d be bound to say re: involvement with the earlier article?

EJ
Sticky Note
The judicial narrative reverses the actual order of events. The whistleblowing and the safety investigation by the RCS preceded the court actions that have been described above it. 

In brief, the surgeons saw my 2009 disclosure in 2010. They were told of my 2011 disclosure - prior to the RCS review. Ahmed and I were again outed in a leak of Trust documents in 2011. Weeks later in 2012, the surgeons began a process to remove me and Ahmed, going to HR Director Richard Jones. 



EJ
Sticky Note
The judicial narrative is importantly incomplete. In fact, the RCS accepted, as did the Trust, that there were racist incidents within the department (where Ahmed and I were the only BAME consultants present to endure them).

EJ
Sticky Note
Unfortunately this claim was never put to me by the RCS panel for a response. I’d have respectfully disagreed pointing also to my high levels of team working in theatres and outwith the department. I’d have reiterated that I and others were bring marginalised by a clique - leading to one surgeon going off sick with a risk to patients (like Caitlyn Parry). I’d also have pointed to the successful, collaborative and questioning perspectives I had to bring to my surgical research. When it comes to scant regard, no comment is made on Baillie’s agitating to use the GMC as a weapon against me. Or the fact that this seems to be tolerated with ease by the department as a whole.

EJ
Sticky Note
The ET did find this but it is perverse. It had seen only the unredacted half of the report. It knew from the Trust’s witnesses that the report hadn’t investigated a number of issues. The Court of Appeal has acknowledged that - just as I’d warned - only some of the issues were investigated (para 2 above).

EJ
Sticky Note
The judicial narrative has this the wrong way round. The RCS report was published in 2011. I raised concerns that issues like the Ahmed case were unaddressed from 2011. Thereafter the Trust pursued the process in 2012 culminating in my resignation. 





EJ
Sticky Note
This is an important finding. It shows Trust bosses were wrong to distract from investigations of serious safety concerns and cover-up, by insinuating I wasn’t reporting them in good faith. 

EJ
Sticky Note
This places a requirement to give sufficient detail. That may mean naming individual surgeons and individual acts which, while upsetting, can be necessary for investigation and protection. 











EJ
Sticky Note
My case was discussed in Parliament as part of the member’s bill that brought the change in law. Ironically, I didn’t benefit from the legal protection that then ensued.



EJ
Sticky Note
That’s not accurate. Several of my concerns remain un-investigated and the Trust have admitted this (including on oath and at the time - e.g. the HR Director Richard Jones in April 2012).As for the non safety issues; I was forced to resign, my position first having been made untenable by the Trust’s attempts to remove me. I remain concerned about the BMA’s role in the process as we now know from their documents that they were running a “conflict case” against me at the same time as ostensibly supporting me. The BMA did withdraw financial support with trial afoot. They did discuss gagging with me as their own records show. They did discuss monetary offers described by Judge Soole as a “six figure sum” and by Judge King as “substantial compensation”. My disclosure highlighted public interest safety concerns requiring investigation. The non-safety matters were subject of ongoing litigation vs the BMA limiting what could be disclosed at that stage.

EJ
Sticky Note
That’s not accurate. The post 2012 disclosures have a renewed focus on the Ahmed case in light of the Trust letters about suicide which only came to the surface in late 2011. This added to the concern about cover up. 

The repetition of un-investigated concerns is inevitable when they are serious. It also is part of the case for escalating those matters to the media.

EJ
Sticky Note
The RCS said they couldn’t determine whether informed consent was being obtained despite this being a legal requirement. They also agreed that under current standards such an approach would have merited ethical approval prior to being adopted. 

EJ
Sticky Note
I’d used the procedure once on advice from Mr Jones - but as an alternative to a much bigger procedure, not as a routine part of fundoplication. It’s from this experience that I began to query Mr Jones’ approach and outcomes, asking for audit and data in a consultant meeting in March 2009. 

EJ
Sticky Note
The ET did not write this. They said my account contained “spin” (which I also resist). 

EJ
Sticky Note
The ET states this but without any reasoning (as I’ve pointed out to the tribunal judge). Two High Court judges have described the monetary offers respectively as a “six figure sum” and “substantial compensation”. The records of the BMA lawyers show that gagging was discussed, with the destruction of documents required by the compromise agreement. This attack on me was conjured by the Trust only after years of silence on the issue.

EJ
Sticky Note
Was retaliation a realistic fear? The ET and Court of Appeal were shown the evidence where Colin Baillie agitates to use the GMC as a “chief weapon” against me; where Trust Directors mull using the GMC against Dr Phil Hammond; where Dr Phillips’ internal report documents a vindictive managerial culture within the Trust (the latter was shown to the ET only). 

EJ
Sticky Note

EJ
Sticky Note
To repeat, I resist the ET on this, as above. It gave little or no reasoning so I drew my position to the ETs further attention but again received no reasoned response. 

In any case the protected disclosures were about the safety issues, accurately put, with the ancillary points re settlement offers included as context. 

EJ
Sticky Note
An important point or three. 

First, the ET shied away from listing all the safety issues I’d raised correctly and accurately. It knew this from the Trust’s own witnesses. 

Second it knew from the Trust that matters hadn’t been addressed. 

Third, how can anyone be confident issues won’t recur when they’re un-investigated concerns including about cover up?



EJ
Sticky Note
Mr Ahmed withdrew his tribunal unaware of letters in which Baillie and Jones claimed he was suicidal; matters they didn’t disclose during evidence to the Barnes investigation nor in their individual witness statements to the Ahmed tribunal. These letters weren’t disclosed to Ahmed’s cost hearing either. Ahmed was only briefly back at work before several years back at home on full pay. 



EJ
Sticky Note
The Court of Appeal admit that the ET dismissed the Ahmed issue without detailed examination of the facts. 

It says the evidence of Baillie and Jones was preferred to mine. But it’s the inconsistency in their own accounts that has never been investigated (the Trust admit no investigation took place). 

The ET judgment reads as if Baillie gave evidence as a witness and the Court of Appeal’s use of “both” in the final sentence indicates they assumed he did (when he didn’t). 

EJ
Sticky Note
This is simply false. There are four letters, two each from Baillie and Jones in which claims about Ahmed and suicide are made. There is one from Jones in which he refers to Ahmed’s mental state. 

EJ
Sticky Note
This means we were not permitted to discuss clinical safety matters (around matters the Trust admitted on oath are un-investigated including e.g. the use of silicone for hypospadias surgery; around the negative reports on maintenance of keyhole surgery equipment). These matters would fairly and obviously influence the reasonableness of going to the press as a last resort. 

EJ
Sticky Note
Again, same point repeated, and I resist this for reasons given already but also here because the issues were ancillary to the substance of my disclosures which centred on clinical matters and the Ahmed case. 



EJ
Sticky Note
"some detail" arises from the evidence of the Trust and its witnesses. It’s detailed because they did a lot to and around Ahmed. But to him, they only disclosed some of what they’d been up to.

EJ
Sticky Note
The Court of Appeal has already admitted the ET’s analysis of the Ahmed case was limited. It was four brief paragraphs with none in the whistleblowing section of the judgment. 

EJ
Sticky Note
It may surely matter that the whistleblower is enabled to seek protection on the basis of the one concern it is deemed reasonable to disclose. They may have included other concerns as context to show e.g. that the institution has a habit of falsely denying concerns even after they have been independently substantiated.

EJ
Sticky Note
I did focus on the Ahmed issue for the disclosure to the BBC - for which protection was still refused. 



EJ
Sticky Note
The judgement has omitted David Henshaw’s letter in similar terms to Stephen Dorrell MP, Chair of the Health Select Committee. 

EJ
Sticky Note
Sir David’s claims are false but are consistently overlooked by the ET and CoA. He wrote: 

“The Trust refutes any suggestion that any of his colleagues were involved in covert suicide claims in respect of Mr Ahmed. The Trust denies the suggestion made by Mr Jesudason that the Trust withheld information in an employment tribunal claim brought by Mr Ahmed…There were no authors of the suicide claim”.

EJ
Sticky Note
This assumes the “reason why” point and neglects the false statement the CEO Louise Shepherd includes as follows: 

“We have reiterated that these issues were investigated independently by different professional bodies on a number of occasions including the Royal College of Surgeons; the General Medical Council; and the Care Quality Commission; and each time were found to be completely without foundation…the Trust has absolute confidence in our Department of Paediatric Surgery, and in the conclusions of the RCS and GMC following their investigations, which have proved Mr Jesudason’s claims to be absolutely untrue”.

EJ
Sticky Note
Mr Turnock’s rebuttal, sent with the approval of CEO Louise Shepherd, was materially false when he wrote: 

“Each of Mr Jesudason’s allegations have been thoroughly and independently investigated by different professional bodies on a number of occasions and found to be completely without foundation”.

Turnock admitted on oath that there was little to complain of in many of the parts of that disclosure and in particular those dealing with clinical concerns. 

I’ve dealt with earlier the COA's repetition of the issue re monetary discussions at the end of the 2012 case and it was again here only as an ancillary commentary. 

EJ
Sticky Note
The Court of Appeal is aware of, but does not deal with the fact that the exhibit is submitted as if a 2010 original letter by Jones, but is in fact an altered version of the same, altered up to 2014, despite Jones’s initial denials. 

EJ
Sticky Note
Lewis is a Professor, not Jones.







EJ
Sticky Note
The Court of Appeal judges were taken to the record of oral testimony in which Jones admits that he altered the evidence (submitting a newer version as if the original) in order to “up the ante” so that action would be taken against me.

EJ
Sticky Note
The Court of Appeal judges were directed to the fact that Jones’ own statement says that the exhibit (altered, with false accounts of when) was a response to my March 2009 document which is a qualifying protected disclosure (i.e. on the grounds of a protected disclosure).



EJ
Sticky Note
Of course, for the most part the protected information and the non-prescribed information are often identical. This means that that the Trust’s false rebuttal of one is manifestly a response to the other. In that sense, the Trust’s detrimental responses are more than trivially influenced by protected information.





EJ
Sticky Note





EJ
Sticky Note
The ET did mix up the evidence and the claims. And this is the same ET that was unable to see that the Trust’s claims about safety investigations were manifestly false and an obvious detriment.



EJ
Sticky Note
We gave them detailed comparator data with page references to evidence of actions by the Trust’s white surgeons where they attracted no sanction or at times investigation. The ET appears to have ignored this, having first mixed up evidence and claims.












